Introduction
At the present stage of the economic relations development, a large proportion of current assets for many Russian companies always account for receivables. It arises from the provision of commercial credit, i.e. at realization of production with granting of a delay of payment. As a result, there is an increase in sales and revenue growth. The reverse side of this process is the diversion of capital and a decrease in the solvency of the firm. Therefore, the objective of credit policy is to ensure an optimal balance of advantages and disadvantages of commercial lending.
The credit policy that achieves this goal can be considered effective. Accordingly, the effectiveness of credit policy is determined by the value of an additional positive result arising from investing in receivables.
When making a managerial decision with respect to credit policy, three main elements can be varied:
− duration of the time period for which the buyer is granted a deferred payment; − a set of discounts for early or timely payment and late fees; − the time period while the proposed discounts apply. In the course of implementing the chosen credit policy, the company is changing its financial and economic performance, in different directions. For example, a decrease in receivables may be accompanied by a decrease in sales, and vice versa. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an approach to a comprehensive assessment of the effectiveness of credit policy, taking into account the diversity of consequences of its impact. In addition, the formation of financial, incl. credit, policy should take into account the enterprise development strategy and on the basis of functional analysis (Tunčikienė & Drejeris, 2015) .
However, before assessing the various indicators that characterize one or another aspect of the credit policy effectiveness, it is necessary to diagnose the external and internal environment of the company's functioning. This will determine the credit policy type (conservative, aggressive or moderate) appropriate to the current situation. In paper (Mityushnikova, Rudneva, & Gareeva, 2017) results of research of three credit policy types are presented and the description of the external and internal environment conditions favorable for their application is made.
Each of the credit policy types has its own priorities, which must be taken into account when forming an effectiveness indicators system. Thus, there is the problem of forming an integrated system for assessing the consequences of implementing a particular credit policy, taking into account the specific features of its individual types.
Analysis of methods for assessing the credit policy effectiveness
The selected combination of credit policy elements has a significant impact on indicators of activity of the enterprise, which analysis is submitted in the works of economists from Russia and other countries (Arutyunyan & Borisov, 2015; Dincǎ, M. S. & Dincǎ, G., 2013; Gerasimova, 2012; Huang & Goyal, 2007; Kim, Hwang, & Shinn, 1995; Kuznetsova, 2014; Li, Skouri, Teng, & Yang, 2018; Lipchenko, 2014; Martínez-Sola, García-Teruel, & Martínez-Solano, 2013; Tavis, 1970; Volnin, 2011; Zimin, 2014; Zotkov, 2012) . Ultimately, the granted deferral duration and the amount of discounts and penalties are reflected both in financial results and in the organization value. Let's consider the basic methods of the credit policy efficiency estimation, applied today:
− NPV-analysis; − valuation model based on the average daily margin; − a model for assessing the impact of changes in the company's credit policy. NPV analysis. It considers receivables as an investment, which brings a certain income in the future. Accordingly, as a result of discounting the outgoing and incoming flows, an additional useful effect is estimated when the elements of the credit policy change.
As inflows, the receipt of proceeds from the sale of goods is considered. Outflows are the cost and debt servicing costs, which also include additional costs to raise additional funds to finance current activities in a delayed payment environment.
The main problem of this approach is the complexity and insufficient objectivity of forecasting future cash flows. There are also many disputes in justifying the discount rate.
The valuation model is based on the average daily marginal profit. According to this model, it is considered that a positive effect is achieved with an increase in the ratio of the marginal profit amount to the receivables turnover period. This approach is fairly simple to apply, but takes into account only one indicator.
Model for assessing the impact of changes in the company's credit policy. It is based on the assertion that the main objective of changing the enterprise credit policy is to maximize net cash flow and to minimize credit risk.
To assess the impact of changes in the organization's credit policy, this model assumes a comparison of the company's net cash position, which is planned to be received after a certain time interval after the credit policy was changed, and the current cash flow that the company has at the moment. Effective is considered a change in the credit policy, under which there is an increase in the company's cash flow. An analysis of this technique is presented in paper (Lukyanova & Nikulin, 2008) . The problem of cost estimation, i.e. negative cash flow, are devoted to the work of the American professor K. Duft (Duft, 2006) .
There are two this model drawbacks: − subjectivity of forecasts positive, negative and, as a result, pure cash flows; − evaluation of effectiveness only after a certain period of the changed credit policy validity without the possibility of carrying out an intermediate analysis. To eliminate the drawbacks identified in the models studied, an integrated methodology for assessing the credit policy effectiveness was proposed in this paper.
The actual problems of assessing the enterprise credit policy effectiveness are devoted by (Białek-Jaworska & Nehrebecka, 2016; Isachenko, 2014; Mahata, P. & Mahata, G. C., 2014; Nechaev & Gerasimova, 2013; Nikolaev, 2015; Oh & Kim, 2016; Prudnikov, 2014; Sidorov, 2013; Trenev, 2015; Volostnova, 2015) modern economists, who studied the effect of commercial lending on the enterprise productivity.
Let's allocate the parameters that characterize the corporation credit policy effectiveness: sales and revenue growth; debt service costs reduction; financial results improvement; financial condition improvement.
On the basis of the above-mentioned effects, the of the credit policy effectiveness indicators can be combined into three groups.
The first group: a group of the balance sheet indicators, characterizing the amount and structure of the enterprise's receivables.
This group combines indicators that allow to conduct a factor analysis of accounts receivable, which includes:
− an estimation of the amount of organizations accounts receivable and its dynamics in the previous period; − definition of the average collection period for receivables and its turnover quantity in the period under review; − an estimate of the accounts receivable composition for particular of its "age groups", i.e. by the stipulated terms of its collection; − analysis of the overdue accounts receivable composition with the doubtful and bad debts allocation. The results of the analysis are used in the process of subsequent development of individual company credit policy parameters (Galaktionova, 2015) . The second group: indicators related to the receivables servicing. When implementing a credit policy, it is necessary to take into account the fact that the credit submitting increases sales, but it is accompanied by an increase in costs, and at some point these costs can exceed the additional profit from increased sales. Therefore, in managing accounts receivable, it is necessary to assess the current credit policy effectiveness in terms of exceeding the revenues from its sale over the servicing accounts receivable costs (Kisileva, 2013) .
Additional profit in the credit policy implementation arises:
− from the increase in sales (revenue); − from the unit costs reduction (production growth contributes to a decrease in the fixed costs per unit of output). However, by granting a deferred payment to the buyer, the enterprise will incur costs associated with the increase in accounts receivable (Sokolova, 2014) :
− costs associated with financing the emerging requirement for additional working capital; − expenses for management of receivables (personnel, machinery, telephone, etc.); − losses related to the nonpayment of receivables.
It should be noted that in addition to direct losses due to inflationary processes, the supplier organization incurs losses that are related to the need for debt servicing, as well as to the lost profit from the possible use of temporarily free cash. For influencing on the consumers the development of penalties for late payment may be considered. Increase in terms of payment is equivalent to reducing the price of products, services, and work. The increase in sales promotes the rise of the purchased material values.
The third group: the indicators that affect the financial condition of the enterprise.
As an important element of the company's current assets, accounts receivable has a significant impact on various financial indicators of the enterprise: turnover and profitability, liquidity and responsibility, financial and market stability, the operational and financial cycle duration.
In this indicators group we will include indicators, which results from the receivables value. Short-term accounts receivable, which arises while corporation product selling on the terms of a deferred payment, refers to quick-selling assets and its value depends on the value of liquidity ratios. On the one hand, the higher the accounts receivable, the higher the liquidity ratios. On the other hand, an enterprise cannot always fully receive accounts receivable, which is used in calculating these coefficients.
The receivable repaid by buyers can be directed by the corporation to increase funds, or to repay loans. Thus, the value of accounts receivable has an impact on such indicators as the recoverability of cash, as well as accounts payable (Aristarkhova, 2016) .
The credit policy is effective if the additional operational profit received by the enterprise from the increase in the sales of products on credit exceeds the additional operating expenses of the organization in servicing the receivables and the amount of losses of funds invested in receivables due to insolvency buyers (Nikolaev, 2012; Sanovich, 2013 ).
Development of an indicators system for assessing the corporate credit policy effectiveness
To develop a model for assessing the company's credit policy effectiveness, we select the most informative, in our opinion, indicators. We propose to form two indicator systems for assessing the credit policy effectiveness:
− an indicator system that allows an overall effectiveness evaluation analysis, based on a set of indicators selected from each of the three groups examined; − an indicator system, allowing to rapid analysis based on the selection of one, the most informative indicator from the three groups of coefficients considered. In proposed methods the system of indicators to conduct a full analysis of the corporation credit policy effectiveness was developed.
For formation of model of the corporation credit policy efficiency assessment we will use the indicators which are in a complex characterizing work of the company with receivables. For this purpose we will select the most informative, from the point of view of the corporation credit policy efficiency characteristic, indicators from the following groups:
− the enterprise receivables management quality indicators; − the indicators connected with service of receivables; − the indicators reflecting influence on the enterprise financial condition. From the indicators group of receivables quality management five indicators that give the most information on efficiency of the work organization with corporation contractors on the terms of a payment delay, it have been selected:
1. Receivables turnover coefficient: the coefficient allows to measure efficiency of work with contractors regarding receivables return / repayment and also characterizes the company policy for product sales on the terms of a payment delay. We will conditionally designate this coefficient of K1.
2. Growth rate of receivables (K2): allows to analyse the contractors crediting policy type chosen by the enterprise, to assess the corporation's payments collection efficiency, the commercial credit conditions optimality.
3. Coefficient of a ratio of the company receivables 'average size and the money invested in receivables possible limit (K3). Inclusion of this coefficient in the developed credit policy efficiency assessment model is based on that it is also possible to determine what credit policy type the enterprise is focused.
4. Uncollectible debt proportion as a part of debit (K4): shows efficiency of work with contractors, characterizes the enterprise contractors solvency standards assessment effectiveness system, actions for collecting the stitched debt from debtors.
5. Receivables and payables ratio coefficient (K5): the indicator characterizes influence of receivables management policy on financial stability of corporation.
Excess of receivables over payables demonstrates inefficiency of the enterprise credit policy, about derivation of funds from a production turn and in the long term can result in of proceeds from loans and borrowings at bank for ensuring the current company activity. However considerable excess of accounts payable over debit can create threat of corporation financial stability.
From the indicators group connected with service of receivables we have selected three indicators giving the greatest information on expenses which the enterprise is forced to bear owing to product sales on the terms of a payment delay:
1. Overdue receivables coefficient (K6): the indicator characterizes the realized corporation credit policy efficiency of regarding work with contractors of the enterprise for money return for the goods provided to them on credit. Dynamics of this indicator calculated for a certain period helps to define efficiency of actives on debt return.
2. Current assets derivation in receivables coefficient (K7): the indicator characterizes the credit policy type realized by company. Rise of receivables share testifies to the company's soft credit policy (increase in term and size of the granted commercial loan, the discount high size for early payment of the shipped production, reduction of requirements to production buyers' solvency). Rise of this indicator is negative as says that the share of current assets distracts is increasing from economic circulation.
3. Coefficient of a ratio of the actual and planned funds, invested in receivables (K8).
From the indicators group reflecting influence on the enterprise financial condition we will also select the most informative indicators:
1. Urgent liquidity coefficient (K9): allows to estimate a possibility of repayment of the current obligations of the company when her situation becomes critical. I.e. the coefficient of urgent liquidity expresses solvency in the short term.
2. Current liquidity coefficient (K10): shows ability of the company to repay the current (shortterm) obligations at the expense of only current assets. Receivables size and also the chosen credit policy type directly influences this indicator value.
3. Growth rate of sales proceeds (K11): shows chosen corporation credit policy efficiency and effectiveness. The soft credit policy type is focused on increase in sales volume on credit and conse-quently also on sales volume growth; severe conditions of contractors crediting lead to decrease in amount of money, invested in receivables and consequently also the revenue growth rate may be slowed down.
4. Coefficient of sales profitability (K12): estimates the most important aspect of the enterprise activity -the main production realization. The enterprise's choice of one or another credit policy type influences directly total revenue, t.i. the credit policy mitigation leads to increase in product sales volumes on credit, to gain of revenue; severe crediting conditions promote decrease in product sales volumes and accordingly to revenue size. Thus, the sales profitability indicator reflects the chosen by the enterprise credit policy efficiency, its influence intensity on such major indicators of the enterprise activity as sales income and profit.
5. Funds turnover coefficient (K13): the intensity of receivables return exerts impact on the size of money on accounts and in cash desk of the enterprise, and respectively, also on the speed of funds circulation.
6. Coefficient of cash to sales ratio (K14): in the present in many enterprises charge of income and money receipt on this income account happens to a considerable separation in time. That is the reason of growth of receivables. Calculation of this indicator is necessary from the point of view of growth / decrease in size of receivables comparison to growth/decrease in revenue.
7. Payables turnover coefficient (K15): is estimated in conjunction with receivables turnover. This indicator enables to estimate efficiency of work with suppliers and contractors, how fast the corporation can pay off according to obligations and also as debts from debtors are quickly repaid. The situation when the receivables turnover is higher than payables' one is favorable for the enterprise.
We will develop the indicators system for carrying out the express analysis of corporation's credit policy efficiency assessment.
From each of the considered three indicators groups characterizing quality, cost of receivables maintenance, its influence on corporation's financial results we have selected on one of the most informative coefficient from our point of view:
− from the first indicators group -receivables turnover coefficient(K 1 ); − from the second indicators group -coefficient of a ratio of the actual and planned amount of money, invested in receivables (K 8 ); − from the third indicators group -growth rate of revenue (K 11 ).
For the purpose of obtaining more exact, correct results for calculation of these indicators it is recommended to use the consolidated statements of group of companies. Applying of this corporations' reporting type is based on that income, expenses, property and obligations of the parent company and the enterprises controlled by him are presented in this reporting as income, expenses, property and obligations of the uniform enterprise, i.e. in particular if to analyse receivables, then its size will be corrected at a size of the mutual debts (creditor and debit) which are formed during of the parent and affiliated companies activity.
Thus, 15 indicators for carrying out the full analysis of credit policy efficiency assessment, and 3 indicators -for the express analysis -have been selected for proposed methods.
Development of indicators integrated system for corporation credit policy efficiency assessment
For formation the corporation credit policy efficiency integrated indicator model the authorities have been appropriated to each indicators group and also to each indicator included into a certain group. The authorities were appointed based on the authors' expert opinion.
We accepted that the total authorities' value for each indicators group and also all groups, is 1. We distribute authorities for each indicator.
From the first group indicators we appropriated the largest authority to receivables turnover coefficient (K1) -0.3. Assignment of the greatest importance to this coefficient is explained by the fact that it characterizes the enterprise development strategy, including orientation of his credit policy (production sales markets expansion or market share preservation).
We appropriated to coefficient of a ratio of the company receivables 'average size and the money invested in receivables possible limit(K3) and also receivables and payables ratio coefficient (K5) identical importance authorities -0.2. It is explained by the fact that both coefficients reveal an enterprise work with contractors for return of the debt efficiency which has arisen at them for the considered company.
We appropriated to indicators of growth rate of receivables (K2) and uncollectible debt proportion as a part of debit (K4) the authorities of the importance 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. Values of scales is explained by the fact that coefficients characterize only corporation receivables dynamics and structure. 
where: X 1 -an intermediate integrated receivables management quality indicator.
From the second group indicators we will appropriate the largest authority to coefficient of a ratio of the actual and planned amount of money, invested in receivables (K8) -0.5. The high importance of this indicator is due to the fact that it allows to estimate the credit policy from the point of view of the company purpose achievement on the product sales volume and consequently, also of the receivables management effectiveness.
To current assets derivation in receivables coefficient we will determine the authority at the level of 0.3. This is due to this coefficient enables to analyse whether the credit policy corresponds to the chosen enterprise direction in the field of contractors crediting.
To overdue receivables coefficient (K6), we determined authority at the level of 0.2. This indicator helps to define, whether the contractors solvency assessment standards and also efficiency of the measures applied for the uncollectible debt emergence and increase in an overdue share prevention purpose are correctly developed by the enterprise.
Thus, having defined authorities for the second group indicators, we can introduce an intermediate integrated receivables service efficiency indicator (formula 2):
where: X2 -an intermediate integrated receivables service efficiency indicator.
From the third group indicators we appropriated the largest authority to coefficient of sales profitability (K12) -0.2. The high importance of coefficient in indicators group is explained by the fact that it most precisely allows to define influence of the chosen credit policy type on such financial condition indicators as the gross profit and production sales income.
To such indicators as urgent (K9) and current (K10) liquidity coefficients, growth rate of sales proceeds K11), coefficient of cash to sales ratio (K14) we determined authorities at the level of 0.15. Such level of coefficients importance is explained by the fact that indicators characterize the enterprise credit policy influence on various financial aspects of the company activity: solvency in the short and medium term, production sales income, the cash funds and funds on accounts of the organization.
We appropriated to funds turnover coefficient (K13) and payables turnover coefficient (K15) authorities at the level of 0.1. These indicators give an assessment of indirect influence of credit policy on turnover of accounts payable and money. Need of their calculation for the enterprise consists in the analysis of enterprise credit policy type and terms correctness.
Having defined importance authorities for indicators of the third group, we can introduce an intermediate integrated indicator of influence on a financial condition (formula 3): 
where: X3 -an intermediate integrated indicator of influence on the enterprise financial condition. At the following stage of model forming the importance of an intermediate integrated indicator by group (Xi) was determined according to author's expert evaluation depending on type of credit policy.
For the corporations adhering to aggressive (soft) type of credit policy the first group indicators will be most significant. Therefore we appropriated its authority in our model at the level of 0.6.
The following on the importance will be the second indicators group. So the authority of the coefficients connected with service of receivables will be appropriated at the level of 0.4. At aggressive type of credit policy the purpose of the enterprise is growth of sales, and influence on indicators of a financial state is of secondary importance therefore the third group indicators authority in model will be appropriated at the level of 0.1.
For the corporations adhering to moderate credit policy type the first group indicators will also be the most significant. Therefore its authority will be appropriated at the level of 0.4. The purpose of the enterprise applying moderate credit policy type is the moderate sales growth and also improvement of receivables quality, its reduction. Therefore indicators of the second and third group will have identical authorities -0.3.
For the corporations adhering to conservative (rigid) type of credit policy indicators of financial condition will be most significant. Therefore we appropriated the third coefficients group authority at the level of 0.7.
The following on the importance will be the coefficients connected with receivables service. Therefore the second group of indicators will have authority 0.2. At conservative credit policy type the receivables management quality indicators will be of secondary importance, their authority will be 0.1.
Thus, integrated efficiency assessment indicators depending on a type of credit policy (Ij) it will be calculated by a formula 4:
where: Ai -an authority of an intermediate integrated indicator on group depending on credit policy type; Хi -value of an intermediate integrated indicator on group. The developed model for carrying out the overall credit policy efficiency assessment analysis is given in Table 1 .
For the purpose of model development for carrying out the express credit policy efficiency assessment we have selected one indicator from each group considered above. The authorities of intermediate integrated indicators (Xi) for each of groups we left at the same level, as well as in model of the overall credit policy efficiency analysis, authorities will also be splitted depending on the realized corporation contractor's credit policy type.
The developed model for carrying out the express credit policy efficiency assessment is given in Table 2 .
At the following stage of creation of model it is required to determine standard values for intermediate indicators by group and integrated indicators in models full and the express analysis of assessment of credit policy. We will use for this purpose the standard values characteristic of the indicators chosen and included in our model. Their size is specified in Table 3 . 
Group II -The indicators connected with service of receivables
Group III -The indicators reflecting influence on the enterprise financial condition 
At X1 ≥ 1.02 credit policy the enterprise realized will be considered as effective. At X1 < 1.02 credit policy realized by the enterprise will be estimated as inefficient.
We determined the second group integrated indicator standard value (X2) according to the formula 6: 
At X2 ≥ 0,66 credit policy realized by the enterprise will be admitted as effective.
At X2 < 0.66 credit policy realized by the enterprise will be admitted as inefficient.
We determined the third group integrated indicator standard value (X3) according to the formula 7: 
At X3 ≥ 0.88 credit policy realized by the enterprise will be considered as effective.
At X3 < 0.88 credit policy realized by the enterprise will be considered as inefficient.
We will carry out similar calculation for determination of standard values of integrated indicators for each type of credit policy (Ij).
Standard value of an integrated indicator for aggressive credit policy (8) 
Standard value of an integrated indicator for conservative credit policy: 
Thus, if the corporation adheres to aggressive (soft) credit policy type, then the credit policy will be considered as effective at integrated indicator value I1 ≥ 0.9.
If the corporation adheres to moderate credit policy type, then the credit policy will be considered as effective at integrated indicator value I2 ≥ 0.87.
If the corporation adheres to conservative (rigid) type of credit policy, then the company contractors crediting policy will be considered as effective at integrated indicator value I3 ≥ 0.85.
Conclusions
Thus, in the presented work:
− two analytical systems including indicators for carrying out overall and express credit policy efficiency analysis are created, each of which includes three groups of indicators characterizing: a) receivables management quality; b) costs of its service; c) its influence on the corporation financial condition. Applying these systems will allow to realize the complexity and focus principles that will facilitate to reveal problem zones as a result of credit policy efficiency assessment;
− the technique of integrated corporation credit policy efficiency assessment is developed. It includes calculation of individual, group and integrated indicators system taking into account the different authorities of indicators groups for corporation at various credit policy types that allows to consider in the analysis the purposes and tasks of receivables management.
